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$0. INTRODUCTION 
To THE memory of my teacher K. Ananda Rau. 
In this paper it will be shown that the inner product topology of a semi-simpleL*-algebra 
is uniquely determined in the sense that any two inner products, under which the *-algebra 
is L*, are (topologically) equivalent. In the special case where the algebra is (topologically) 
simple, it turns out that the two inner products are just multiples of each other. 
The above problem regarding the uniqueness of the topology in semi-simple L*-algebras 
was suggested by a paper of Rickart [l] in which the corresponding problem for Banach 
algebras has been considered and several results obtained. However, we do not use in any 
essential way the results or techniques of that paper. 
The proof of our uniqueness theorem (Theorem 2) is based on an interesting fact (Theo- 
rem 1) which does not seem to have been noticed before. This concerns the adjoint operator 
ad x in a semi-simple L*-algebra L; and it is to the effect that, for a normal element x in L, 
the operator norm of ad x’ is independent of the inner product of L. The proof of the last 
result depends vitally on the deep Cartan decomposition theorem of Schue [3]. 
$1. L*-ALGEBRAS 
Dejinition 1. A complex Lie algebra of arbitrary dimension, closed for a unary 
*-operation: 5 -+ .Y*, will be called a Lie *-algebra. An inner product ( .), defined on a 
Lie*-algebra L, will be called an L* inner product if 
(1) under (. ), L qua vector space is a Hilbert space 
and 
(2) ( . ) satisfies the connecting relation: 
([x, y], z) = (y, [x*, z]), for all x, y, z in L, 
where [ .] denotes as usual the Lie bracket. 
A Lie *-algebra L with an L* inner product ( .) is called an L*-algebra [2, p. 701. 
LEMMA 1. In an L*-algebra L there exkts a constant C sue/z that 11 [x, y]II 5 C j/x/l llyl[ 
fbr ail x, y in L, where 11 . (/ denotes the norm of L. 
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Proof. It follows from the connecting relation of (2) that the operator ad ,X is the ad- 
joint of the operator ad .Y*. Hence ad .K is closed and therefore bounded, by the closed graph 
theorem. Suppose now that ~i$/ s 1. Then /I [x, y]‘/ = 11 ad J(S) il 2 jj ad ~11 for all y. Therefore, 
by the principle of uniform boundedness, Ii [x, ~1.’ 2 C jjj?, and the required inequality now 
readily follows. 
Definition 2. We set p = sup j/[.r, y]!l/llxil //_~ii, where the supremum is taken over all 
non-zero X, y in L. If p 5 1, then we call the corresponding inner product ( . ) of L standard; 
in this case we have the inequality ~I[.Y, ~]il 5 \i,~li I/y// for all I, y. If L is abelian, p = 0 and 
the inner product of L is always standard. On the other hand if L is non-abelian, p # 0 and 
then we have: 
LEMMA 2. If L is a non-abelian L*-algebra lcith an inner product (.>, then p’( .) gives 
u standard L* inner product for L equicnlent to the giren inner product ( . > of L. 
The proof is clear. 
Definition 3. If the centre (in the Lie algebra sense) of an L*-algebra L is zero, L is 
called semi-simple (cf. [2, p. 701). In the sequel we also use the term semi-simple in relation 
to a Lie *-algebra to mean that its centre is zero. 
LEMMA 3. In Q semi-simple L*-algebra L, the *- operation is cI conjlrgntion, i.e. it has the 
properties: 
(a) x** = x 
(b) (zx)* = KY* 
(c) (x + y>* = x* + y* 
(d) [x, ul* = Iv*, ,x*1 
(4 (7 Y> = O*, x*>, 
for all x, y in L and complex c( (ji denotes conjugate of a). 
Further, as a consequence of(e), the map .Y + ,x* is an isometry and hence continuous. 
Proof. See [2, p. 701. 
Defnition 4. Let L be a semi-simple L*-algebra. By a Cartan subalgebra of L is meant 
a maximal self-adjoint (= containing with every element .Y its adjoint x*) abelian subalgebra 
HofL. 
Let H be a Cartan subalgebra of L; then H is a closed subalgebra of L. For a linear 
functional c( = cc(h) on H, write 
V, = {v: [II, v] = a(h)u for all h E H). 
a is called a root of L relative to H if V, + (0). 
If x is a nonzero root then V, is l-dimensional, and if 3, B are two distinct roots then 
V, _L V, . Each root U, as a linear functional on H, is bounded and ilzll 5 p, where p is the 
constant introduced in Definition 2. (See [2, pp. 71-731). 
In [3] it is shown that a semi-simple L*-algebra L has, relative to a Cartan subalgebra H, 
a Cartan decomposition 
L=HOx@V, 
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where the summation for r is taken over the set A of all non-zero roots (relative to H) of 
L and 0 denotes orthogonal, or Hilbert space, direct sum. Since the definition of H or k’= 
is purely algebraical (and therefore not depending on the inner product of L), we have the 
following lemma : 
LEMMA 4. Let a semi-simple Lie *-algebra L be an L*-algebra under either of tlr’o inner 
products ( )I, ( ’ )2, and let L be denoted by L, or Lz accordirlg as the inner product is the 
first or tiu second of these. Let H, V, be the components of a Cartan decomposition for L,. 
Then H, V, are also the components of a Cartan decomposition for L2 Ths, in particular, 
H, V, are mutually orthogonaI relative to the inner product ( . )2 as well. 
$2. 4 NORM UNIQUEhXSS PROPERTY FOR ad H 
We begin with an elementary result regarding (bounded) operators in a Hilbert space. 
We will call an operator D in a Hilbert space 2’ a diagonal operator if there is an ortho- 
normal basis (~5,) for .X6’, relative to which D has a diagonal matrix representation D = {da}. 
LEMMA 5. Let D = {d,} be a diagonal operator in a Hilbert space Y. Then 
II Dll = SUP I4l. 
Proof. Set M = sup Id=/. Suppose .Y E 2, .Y = CC,~, . Then D-K = ~c,rl,q!~,. Hence 
I 
lID.~i12 = C 1~1 Kl” 
On the other hand, for E > 0 there exists a d= such that M’ < Icl,l’ + E. Therefore 
IIQLII’ = IdA2 1 (M2--E)I14412. 
Thus /ID/l = M and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM I. Let L, and L2 hace the same meaning as irz Lemma 4. For any element x in L, 
denote the norm of ad x by Ilad XI/~ or Ilad .~jl~ according as ad x is ta,ken as an operator in 
L, or L,. Then,for a normal element .Y of L, 
j/ad xlll = Ilad .YII~. 
(An element x is called normal if [x, x*] = 0.) 
Proof. Suppose that x is a normal element. Then there is, by Zorn’s lemma, a Cartan 
subalgebra H containing X. Let {V,} be the root subspaces of L relative to H. By virtue of 
the Cartan decomposition theorem, ad x is a diagonal operator. Therefore by Lemmas 4, 5 
we have the desired conclusion that 
/[ad x/I1 = sup Ix(x)[ = Ilad ~11~. 
ZfA 
$3. SOME LEMMAS 
The lemmas of this section are needed in the proof of the uniqueness theorems given in 
the next section. 
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Let L be a semi-simple Lie *- algebra which is L* relative to each of two inner products 
( .>1, ( *)z. Let L, denote the set of all elements x in L which are self-adjoint (i.e. such that 
.r* = x). Then we have: 
LEAD= 6. L, is a real Hilbert space relative to either of the inner products ( .)I, ( .)? . 
Also 
L=L,+ J-lL, 
where + denotes the direct sum. 
Proof. It is clear, from the properties of the conjugation (Lemma 3), that L, is a real 
linear space. Moreover, denoting by ( .) either of the two inner products, we have, for x, y 
in L,, 
(.u, y> = <y*, x*> = (y, vu>. 
Hence ( * ) is real over L, . Further if x, E L, , lim x, = x, then by Lemma 3 
.Y* = lim X,* = lim x, = x. 
This proves that L, is a real Hilbert space. The rest of the lemma is quite standard. 
LEMMA 7. Let B be a (real or complex) linear space which is a Bannch space relatice to 
each of two norms 11 . /I I, 11 . jjt . Assume that there exists a norm 11 . [I (not necessarily complete) 
on B such that 11 . 11 5 . 11 , \j . 11 z . Then /I . jl 1 and j/ . II 2 are equicalent. 
Proof. If weset 11.113= II.lll + II.llz, then Il./l3 is clearly a norm on B. Suppose now 
that x, is a Cauchy sequence relative to II* 11 3. Then it is obviously also a Cauchy sequence 
relative to Ij - Ill, Ij * l12. Since these norms are complete, the sequence x, converges to, say, 
yl, y2 respectively in these norms. But then x, converges to y, as well as y2 in the norm II * /I, 
since II * 11 5 II * II 1, Ij * /I ?. This implies that y, = y, = y (say), and also that x,, converges to 
y in the norm II . II 3. Thus jl 1 II 3 is complete. 
Since /I - Ill 5 II . II3 and these norms are complete, by the closed graph theorem, Ij . II1 
and 11 . II 3 are equivalent. Similarly jl . /I 2 and (I . II, are equivalent. Hence // . /I 1 and II . II 2 are 
equivalent, and this proves the lemma. 
Definition 5. A semi-simple L*-algebra L is called simple if it has no closed ideals other 
than 0 and 1. 
LEMMA 8 (Schue [2, p. 721). Let L be a simple L*-algebra and suppose 4 is a continuous 
linear map of L into a Hilbert space 2 with (d([x, y]), 4(z)) = (4(y), $([.u*, z])) for all x, 
y, z in L. Then there is an E >= 0 such that 
(4w KY>> = EC,? y>. 
54. THE UMQUEh-ESS 'IHEOREMS 
THEOREM 2. Let L be a semi-simple Lie *-a!gebra which is L* relatice to each of tlvo 
inner products ( .)1, ( -)2, Then ( .)1, and ( .>2 are equivalent. 
Proof. In view of Lemma 1 we can suppose that both the inner products are standard. 
By Lemma 6 we can write 
L=L,+J-IL,. 
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For x E I., write 
!i~jl = jjad -y/j, = jlad .V//2 (see Theorem 1). 
This gives a norm on L, since x-+ ad .Y is l-l. Now //ad 111, 2 I/.~~/,, IIad .y;I? 5 I/-y//z, 
since ( .)I, ( .)> are standard inner products. Therefore we have 
bll 5 Il-~ll~~ /I~~//2 
We may now apply Lemma 7 to L, and conclude 
(9 li.yijl 5 C //.~/1~ 
for ail s in LO. 
Next if z E L,, then 
:=u+J-lc (II, 1’ E L,). 
Hence 
(ii) /z/j: = (II + J-1LJ 14 + J- lL’), 
= Il4f + Il4l: 
since (u, u),, is real. Similarly 
(iii) lizli: = IlUll; + IlUll:. 
The relations (i)-(iii) show that 
ll=ll1 I Cll-II2 
for all elements 2 in L. But, in view of the closed graph theorem, this is sufficient for conclud- 
ing that the two norms are equivalent. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3. Let L be a semi-simple Lie *-algebra w&h is L* under each of tbr.0 inner 
products ( .)I, ( .)2. if L, is simple, so is L2, and in t/k case the two inner products are 
just multiples of each other. 
Proof. The first statement is an obvious consequence of Theorem 2 and Definition 5. 
To prove the second statement it suffices to apply Lemma 8, taking L = L,, ~6’ = L, , and 
16 = identity map. 
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